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I am a parent who has had to navigate in a system where I have felt 
excluded and overlooked in many spaces.  Many Black African, Black 
Caribbean, Asian and Dual Heritage families struggle with their child 
who may exhibit and demonstrate unexplained explosive behaviours to 
avoid spaces not to be judged and condemned. 

I advocate for many families from different communities and work 
alongside other autistic organisations in providing safe spaces to be self 
if this means talking from a cultural perspective.

Over the last three years I have seen a shift in attitudes when speaking 
on autism and ethnicity. There are many factors that influence the 
decisions and choices made by many professionals, clinicians and 
majority of the time  Black families and friends.

It will be difficult to touch on every aspects of Autism from the African, 
Caribbean, Asian and Dual Heritage perspective, but I hope that my 
presentation will give a better insight and understanding of the different 
layers of differences. 
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@BlackJoyAutism
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AUTISM: CULTURAL FAMILIES PERSPECTIVES



▪ Who am I and My Family

▪ Impact and Influences

▪ Challenges

▪ Good Practice
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Mother of three teenagers 16, 19 and  21 
years old (2 youngest with autism and ADHD) 
and a grandmother 

Co-author to a Girls and Autism Book, 
released in April 2019

Co-author to Educational Psychology 
Perspectives on Supporting Young Autistic 
People: Insights from Experience, Practice 
and Research, released April 2022

Volunteer for the National Autistic Society 
Lambeth Branch

Member of the All Party Parliamentary Group 
on Autism Advisory Group

And have joined many Autism and Learning 
Disability Forums and Consultations during 
COVID

WHO AM I?
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https://www.amazon.co.uk/Girls-Autism-Educational-Personal-Perspectives-ebook/dp/B07NHTDV6T/ref=sr_1_1?crid=K30HIEPSHIWF&keywords=girls+and+autism+happe&qid=1659166682&s=digital-text&sprefix=girls+and+autism+happe%2Cdigital-text%2C48&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Educational-Psychology-Perspectives-Supporting-Autistic-ebook/dp/B09NX8V1CL


ARE YOU BIAS?
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OUR LIVES ARE DIFFERENT: 
We are not the same

Mental WellbeingFamily Dynamics

Skin & Hair Care

Sickle Cell Anaemia

Extended Families

Drugs & Medication

Alcohol

Food & Drinks 

Vitamin D Deficiency

Chronic Kidney Disease

Dental Hygiene

Sexual Health & HIV

Substance AbusePhotos by Dom Aguiar 
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https://unsplash.com/@dom_aguiar?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


OUR LIVES ARE DIFFERENT: 
We are not the same
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Stigma, myths, 
stereotypes & taboos 

Unconscious & conscious 
biased views

Triple discrimination

Ignore and pretend

Cultural needs and 
wants unmet

Faith & Religion 

Historic trauma 
Racial disparities 

Domestic abuse & DV
Understand the culture 

differences, don’t 
compare us

Inequalities across all 
sectors

Stop and Search

Lack of research / poor data
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https://elearningindustry.com/racism-learned-behavior


• Stimming, humming, screaming, rocking, repetitions, etc – families and 
professionals not accepting causing more distress to the autistic person 
and family members 

• Bruises to dark skin can be missed and perceived as nothing is wrong – 
investigate? 

• Mongolian spots for newborns, can be seen as bruises? 

• Self-harming is overlooked, parents can be accused of abusing their 
children  – Fabricating Induced Illness (Fii)

• Lack of qualified interpreters specialising in Autism and other related 
conditions

• Many Black and Brown families not aware of their local healthwatch, 
clinical commissioning groups to what is social prescribing 

CONCERNS RAISED AMONGST FAMILIES 
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DUAL HERITAGE CHILDREN ADOPTION BLACK 
FAMILIES
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Black foster children and adopted 
children more chance of being left 
undiagnosed and assessed as having 
social, emotional and mental health 
issues 

Black' families for 'black' children?: An Evaluation of Action for 
Children's Practice in Ethnically Matching Black, Asian and Dual 
Heritage Children for Adoption

Authors: Julie Ridley and John Wainwright – University of Central 
Lancashire July 2010

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332933854_'Black'_families_for_'black'_children_An_Evaluation_of_Action_for_Children's_Practice_in_Ethnically_Matching_Black_Asian_and_Dual_Heritage_Children_for_Adoption


• Need more training across all communities to recognise the 
differences

• Dual heritage autistic children being mistreated by 
professionals  

• Representation is the key in providing cultural appropriate 
resources, information and useful links.

A parent wrote 
“Can you write a ECHP review about for child A. From when you helped as you witnessed how 
much the lockdown helped them, compared to when they attended that dreaded school. 
Remember when you heard them speak for the first time.

Hope yr ok. too racist were we have moved to. I need someone black on the ECHP review 
meeting because these people are not getting it, or the intersectionality and impact. So lonely 
here.”

BLACK AUTISTIC PERSPECTIVES 
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▪ Autistic Black and Asian voices being more visible due to online presences from 
the pandemic

▪ More diverse autism and SEND independent panel boards and consultant 
groups being formed relating to race, ethnicity and culture 

▪ ACAME Families recognising their SEND child’s and adults needs and seeking for 
assistance and support

▪ Requests to providing autism cultural training across emergency services, social 
care, education and counselling services 

POSITIVES OUTCOMES 
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• Over 200 webinars and online events

• Online support nationally and internationally

• Connecting across all communities

• Breaking down barriers, stigma and taboos

• Collaborating with local and statutory organisations and 

local groups

• Increase of self referrals and support

• New families 

• Autistic Black and Asian speakers coming forward

• Signposting and sharing information

• Borough hopping – supporting out of borough services 

• More exposure, 
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POSITIVES OUTCOMES (During Covid-19) 



WHAT DIVERSE EVENTS LOOK LIKE?
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• Providing cultural awareness autism programs

• Include Autistic people and families  

• Connect with Black and Asian voluntary groups and self-help 

groups – let parents and carers know what is available, even if 

out of your borough

• Find an advocate that can assist families, a difficult parent? (May 

seem aggressive and loud, but maybe the way they express 

themselves)

• You need to be transparent, honest and willing to learn  

• Learn to share, signpost and not be scared to say I don’t 

understand

• Making reasonable adjustments – cultural resources, etc

• Be part of the solution, not the problem

• Check to see if you are being bias! 
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE
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http://www.a2ndvoice.com/
http://www.autismthriveservices.com/

